INTRODUCTION
It has often been claimed that the Quaker community in Britain produced far more than its fair share of successful scientists. The eminent 18th-century doctor John Fothergill, the chemist John Dalton, Thomas Young (who proposed a wave theory of light), Lord Lister (the discoverer of antisepsis), Sir Arthur Eddington (who tested Einstein's special theory of relativity) and the crystallographer Kathleen Lonsdale are among those frequently mentioned to support this assertion. Equally impressive is the claim that a disproportionately large number of Quakers were elected to the Royal Society when compared with the small number of Friends in the total population in Britain. Indeed, according to one frequently-cited statistic, in the second half of the 19th century the probability of a man being elected a Fellow of the Royal Society was approximately 46 times higher 'if he was a Quaker, or of Quaker descent, than was the case if he belonged to the general population'.
1 Arthur Raistrick was even bolder in asserting that 'Friends have secured something like forty times their due proportion of Fellows of the Royal Society during its long history'. 2 These claims raise a number of problems. First, the cited figure of 46-even Raistrick's 40-is far too high even for the latter half of the 19th century. Second, the proportion of Quakers in the Royal Society in relation to the proportion of Fellows in the general population has not been constant, but has varied considerably over time. The first 40 years of the Society's existence provides a particularly telling refutation of Raistrick's claim. Although there are no reliable statistics on the early Quaker population, even a conservative estimate would, by applying Raistrick's figure, lead us to expect approximately 100 Quaker Fellows. However, only two Quakers were proposed during that period and, of these, one did not proceed with formal admission. 3 With few exceptions, early Friends evinced no interest in science, most being involved primarily in their religious duties, which included preaching, converting others to their cause and building up the network of Quaker meetings. For them, the daily practice of Christianity was far more important than the study of natural phenomena. Moreover, many Quakers had their goods seized and/or spent long periods in prison for refusing to pay tithes or to conform in various other ways; indeed, throughout much of the period Quaker meetings were illegal. 4 Such pressures were rarely compatible with the contemplation of natural phenomena. Despite occasional references to the Royal Society in early Quaker literature, it is unlikely that most Quakers were even aware of the Society's existence. 5 Third, as T.L. Underwood has pointed out, the list on which the above statistics are based contains numerous errors and not a few 'Quaker F.R.S.s' turn out on closer examination not to have been Quakers. Moreover, the term 'of Quaker descent' is very vague and unsatisfactory. 6 Using the extensive records at Friends' House Library and other depositaries I have sought to determine which Fellows were Quakers. Although table 1, containing Quaker Fellows elected before 1750, cannot be taken as a definitive list, it is based on the best information currently available to me.
A further set of problems arises from the definition of 'Quaker'. During the period ca.1650 to ca.1668 the movement was still fluid and rapidly developing. Hence, from the available evidence, it is often difficult to determine who should be counted as a Quaker. Although there are many earlier records, only from the late 1660s did Quaker meetings register their members in a fairly uniform manner. By the beginning of the 18th century a high proportion of Quakers were 'birthright Quakers'; that is, both parents were practising Quakers. Yet in each generation a significant proportion of members was disowned. Although disownment resulted from many misdemeanours-such as repeated failure to attend meetings, parenting an illegitimate child or breaking with any of a number of Quaker conventions-prior to 1861, when the regulations were altered, the most frequently cited was marriage to a non-Quaker. In the ensuing discussion I shall draw a clear distinction between Quakers and those 'birthright Quakers' who were disowned. The latter will be denominated 'ex-Quakers'. 'Disowned' in table 1.
WAS WILLIAM PENN A FELLOW?
William Penn (1644-1718) is the first to deserve attention, not least because he is often described as a Fellow and his name appears in the published Record of the Royal Society.
7 While most early Quakers took little, if any, interest in proceedings of the Royal Society, it is clear that by the early 1680s Penn was familiar with the Society and was acquainted with a number of leading Fellows, including Robert Boyle and William Petty. His background and social standing also contrast with most contemporary Quakers. 8 The son of an admiral, he had attended Oxford University and was soon recognized as a man of ability and of high social standing. He was well known in polite London society, and in the early 1680s he negotiated with men of power and influence to obtain an extensive tract of land in America for Quaker settlement.
In a frequently cited letter written from Philadelphia in 1683, Penn conveyed his respects to the Fellows of the Royal Society of London, whom he clearly admired.
9
To his correspondent, John Aubrey, he then stated: 'I am a Greshamist throughout'. Penn's evident enthusiasm for the Royal Society suggests that he was familiar with the Society and its activities. Further evidence comes from an early draft of his Frame of Government for Pennsylvania, in which he urged that certain matters in the Pennsylvania legislature should 'be determined by a balloting box as it is now used in the Royal Society at Gresham College'. Impressed by the way members were elected to the Royal Society by secret ballot, Penn suggested that the same procedure should be adopted in his new Quaker state. 10 Penn, who was proposed by John Houghton at a meeting of the Society on 2 November 1681, probably came to Houghton's attention because of his American transactions. Houghton had been elected only two years earlier and was very active in the Society's affairs. As an apothecary and trader in luxury foods and beverages he was keen to learn about the agriculture and commerce of other countries, an interest he developed through his own publications and his activities in the Royal Society. Like many other Fellows he also displayed a keen interest in curiosities, both natural and man-made. Michael Hunter has noted that Houghton was responsible for recruiting several new Fellows, including three fellow merchants. 11 A few months before proposing Penn he read to the Society a paper containing information gleaned from his brother, who had recently travelled in Virginia. 12 As the new proprietor of Pennsylvania, Penn may have been viewed by Houghton as a useful contact, both for himself and for the Royal Society. Like Houghton's brother, Penn was a source of information on the geography, agriculture, flora and fauna of the American colonies. 13 A week after Houghton had proposed him, Penn was elected by ballot. At the same meeting 'Mr Haughton presented to the Society from M r Pen his Map of Pensilvania for which the Society returned their thanks'.
Quakers in the Royal
14 By this gift Penn supplied the Royal Society with geographical information of potential use to Houghton and other Fellows.
Although Penn was proposed, he did not become a Fellow in the strict sense, as he was never admitted to the Society, nor did he pay his dues. To be admitted he would have had to attend one of the Society's weekly meetings at which the President would have formally admitted him; he would then have signed his name in the Charter Book. However, it appears that Penn did not attend any meeting during the ensuing two months-the period during which admission was expected to take place-or indeed the 10 months between Houghton's proposal and his departure for America. This was a very hectic period during which he pursued complex negotiations over Pennsylvania, drafted its constitution and prepared for his own departure. Thus despite his evident support for the Society's aims in his letter to Aubrey, Penn's direct involvement with the Royal Society was minimal.
THE CHANGING FACE OF QUAKERISM
Before examining the careers of several other Quakers we must discuss briefly some of the important changes that Quakerism underwent in the late 17th and early 18th centuries. Richard Vann has sought to encapsulate these changes by the slogan, 'From movement to sect'. While critical of the theoretical baggage carried by both terms, Vann portrays the early Quakers as initially constituting a movement, in the sense that they were physically mobile and open to exploring both religious doctrines and social practices. Moveover, the early membership was fluid, attracting people from other religious paths while, on the way, losing the allegiance of many. Persecution was also a major factor in shaping Quakerism, by further emphasizing the differences between Quakers and other religious groups. By contrast the early 18th-century Quaker was living in a separate sectarian world in which the family-with its imposed duties and norms-dominated members' lives. Based on the Protestant notion of the priesthood of all believers, Quakers now formed an exclusive connection governed by its own social norms. The sectarian face of Quakerism was becoming evident by 1670, but accelerated considerably with the 1689 Toleration Act. 15 The Toleration Act ended a quarter-century of direct religious persecution. 'Conventicles' were no longer banned and Quakers were now permitted to hold meetings at properly registered meeting houses. They were also no more at the mercy of informers. However, their refusal to take oaths and to pay tithes still left them susceptible to fines, even imprisonment, by unsympathetic magistrates. Although not free from persecution, the attitude of Quakers to the outside world changed significantly in the late 17th and early 18th centuries. Quakerism lost much of its radical, anti-establishment edge. Although Penn had been one of the few earlier Quakers who was socially well-connected and familiar with a number of 'Greshamists', increasing engagement with the Royal Society after 1689 was just one of many new avenues explored by Friends seeking to build bridges between their confined religious society and the outside world. Yet Quakers were repeatedly warned not to succumb to worldly temptations and were exhorted to retain their distinctive values, doctrines and practices. Such outward signs as retaining Quaker modes of dress and refusing to swear oaths were among the most evident badges of separateness. Although only five practising Quakers and four ex-Quakers were elected over the next 60 years, these Fellows deserve further discussion as they shed light on the changing nature of the Quaker community and on the new forms of scientific activity that Quakers increasingly pursued.
QUAKER FELLOWS, 1689-1750
The first to be elected was Edward Haistwell (ca.1658-1709), whose early career placed him at the centre of the Quaker movement. Born in Westmorland, he became George Fox's amanuensis and recorded 'The Haistwell Diary' of Fox's travels over 16 months beginning March 1677. 16 He was subsequently indentured to James Claypoole, a Quaker merchant in London who developed a lucrative trade with Philadelphia in the early 1680s. Claypoole was greatly impressed by his 'trusty servant', describing him as 'very diligent and capable to do business'. Increasingly he entrusted Haistwell with running his business and particularly encouraged him to handle the trade in 'mum' beer. 17 When Claypoole and his family emigrated to America in 1683, Haistwell was given responsibility for his employer's financial dealings in London, including the exchange of currency.
Haistwell's apprenticeship ended in the middle of 1685 and he subsequently commenced trading on his own. He also married into a wealthy merchant family and by the time he was proposed for membership of the Royal Society in November 1698, he was reasonably prosperous. 18 By then his business activities had expanded to include the importation of sugar from Barbados and tobacco from Virginia and Maryland, some of which was then exported to Holland, Germany and Spain. He was also partner in a firm that carried out exchange dealings and acted as agents for a Dublin bank. 19 There is no direct evidence to suggest why Robert, later Viscount, Molesworth proposed him for Fellowship. Molesworth, who sat in the Irish parliament, may have used Haistwell's services as a trading agent. Also, as Molesworth strongly opposed the power of the clergy, he may have found the Quaker position congenial and sought the company of an anti-clerical ally. Whatever his connections with Molesworth, Haistwell was elected on 9 November 1689. Apart from serving briefly on Council and making the Society a gift of two rattan canes he was not very active in its affairs.
What is striking is Haistwell's rapid rise both financially and in terms of social respectability. A mere 13 years separated his apprenticeship and his Fellowship. Just nine years after the Toleration Act he was rubbing shoulders with Fellows drawn principally from more elevated social strata. While an increasing number of Quakers were beginning to enter the broader streams of British society around the turn of the century, Haistwell's transition was particularly fast. He also basked in a level of luxury that some found incompatible with the Quaker emphasis on simple living. One outward sign was the paintings that adorned his house. Some Quakers expressed dismay at his activities and considered that his wealth had turned his head. 20 Although such criticisms of his conspicuous consumption may have prompted him to part with his works of art, he remained a Friend throughout the rest of his life and was fairly active in Quaker affairs.
Some two years after Haistwell's death in 1709, an aspiring playwright and lawyer named Fettiplace Bellers (1687-1750) attended a meeting of the Society. On a second visit he was proposed by one of the two secretaries, Dr, later Sir, Hans Sloane, whom he had known previously. 21 Subsequently elected, Bellers appears to have soon lost interest in the Society; by the late 1710s his name is absent from the lists of members, probably owing to his failure to pay his subscription. At about the time he joined the Royal Society, Fettiplace Bellers was baptized in the Anglican church, thereby repudiating his Quaker upbringing. Fettiplace is often portrayed as a wastrel and as a great disappointment to his father, John Bellers (1654-1725), a respected Quaker. The elder Bellers also took an interest in the Royal Society and was elected in February 1719 having, like his son, been proposed by Sloane. John Bellers's writings reflect the increasing involvement of Quakers, during the years following the Toleration Act, in the problems facing society at large. He was one of the earliest Quakers to publish extensively on a number of areas of social reform and several of his tracts have been reprinted this century. As a London merchant and a man of property he was increasingly concerned about the poverty and social divisions that were becoming ever more apparent as London grew in size and commercial influence. Mortality and illness were endemic especially among the poor. 22 Bellers's initial engagement with these issues arose from his involvement in Quaker projects in the 1680s to care for their own poor. In the mid-1690s he turned his attention to national issues and even, in a tract of 1710, proposed the formation of a European state.
Potentially relevant to his subsequent membership of the Royal Society was his 1714 An Essay towards the Improvement of Physick, which he dedicated to Parliament. Pragmatic considerations were emphasized: ill health and premature death robbed Britain of labour and therefore reduced considerably the country's wealth and productive potential. What he sought was a national strategy for tackling illness. Although often hailed as the author of the first blueprint for a national health service, his perception of the nation was very much centred on London. He envisaged a number of hospitals in the London area, each concentrating on a specific disease; the provision outside London being limited to a network of local doctors and surgeons with the responsibility of curing the poor. There were to be hospitals for the incurable and for the blind and also 'a Publick Laboratory, and a Physical Observatory'.
Although Bellers was principally a social thinker who probably knew little about contemporary science or medicine, his overall strategy displays his empiricist, even Baconian, leanings. Not only did he recommend that 'Exact Observations … be made on the Pulse', but he insisted that any medical discoveries should be tested rigorously. He was clearly concerned that some doctors were prescribing medicines that had been inadequately tested and were responsible for causing unnecessary pain and illness. He recommended that if found efficacious, new medicines should be publicized and quickly made generally available. 23 Recognizing that his proposals for research and the provision of medical facilities would be expensive, he argued that the proposed health service should be funded by the state. The Royal Society was also accorded an important role. With funds supplied by the government, the Society was required to carry on 'that Useful and Grand Design, of improving Men in the Knowledge of NATURE … of which MEDICINE is the principal Branch'. Moreover, the Royal Society was expected to award prizes to those who pioneered new medical advances. The Society was therefore endowed with a key role in his visionary plan for the advancement of medicine. 24 Although Bellers donated a copy of his Essay to the Royal Society soon after his election in 1719, he does not appear to have actively sought to redirect the Society's activities in the direction of health care. 25 Bellers was a successful merchant who traded in cloth and was also probably involved in the transatlantic trade. Evidence of his wealth in 1705 is his investment of £2000 in the shares of the London Lead Company. 26 He married into another affluent family with lands in Gloucestershire. Not only did he grow up in a wealthy household, but he inherited his father's substantial assets. Yet, possibly owing to his adherence to Quaker principles, he did not envisage individual wealth as an end in itself, but perceived that the currently existing distribution of wealth created poverty and hardship for many. In his theorizing he formulated policies that would create a better society. Although he can today be read as an early social scientist, it is unclear whether his writings contributed to his election to the Royal Society. His friendship with Sloane, who may have been his physician, is probably more relevant than his social views, which, however 'scientific', were not discussed at the Society's meetings.
The other three Quakers elected to the Royal Society before the mid-century were also merchants. The first, Silvanus Bevan (1691-1765), was from a Welsh Quaker family with assets in the copper refining industry. He served an apprenticeship with a London apothecary before being granted the Freedom of the Society of Apothecaries in 1715. In the same year he opened the Plough Court Pharmacy just off Lombard Street in the City of London. Together with his younger brother he rapidly developed this business into one of the most successful pharmacies in London. Its extensive international trade dispatched medicines to customers throughout Europe and in America. Not only did Plough Court supply medicines to Bevan's Quaker contacts in Pennsylvania, but he was one of the London agents for the Pennsylvania Hospital and was responsible for negotiating the site with William Penn's son Thomas. In 1725 he was elected to the Royal Society and was subsequently sometimes known as 'the Quaker F.R.S.' 27 Bevan was moderately active in the Society, served on its Council and presented a paper detailing the strange case of a woman whose bones were soft and pliable. 28 The second of these three Quakers in this group was Peter Collinson (1694-1768), the son of a London woollen draper, who took over his father's business situated near the Gracechurch Meeting. 29 His interest in collecting seeds appears to have started as a hobby and in an early letter he claimed that botany provided a retreat 'from the hurrys of the town to breathe the air of content and quiet'. 30 His first recorded contact with the Royal Society was a letter containing reports of strange events, witnessed in Kent by one of his correspondents (a burning brook and a sudden land movement). These reports were communicated through the Society's President, Sir Hans Sloane. Two weeks later, on 7 November 1728, the Journal Books carried the following entry: 'Mr Collinson proposed a fellow by Mr. Bevan and being recommended by the President [Sloane] and Dr. Scheuchzer was referred to the next Council.' 31 This is an early example of a Quaker proposing a fellow Quaker; a procedure subsequently repeated on many occasions. The above-cited minute complied with the recently implemented emendation to the Society's statutes that required the support of three Fellows, including one member of Council.
As with Haistwell, Bellers and Bevan, Collinson developed business contacts with America, often through the Quaker network. Through these contacts, especially John Bartram, he obtained unusual seeds and plants, initially for his own use. 'At first it was not thought that sending over would prove a trade but with the demand the price was fixed at £5 5s. 0d a box'. 32 However, by the mid-1730s he had developed a flourishing business with extensive contacts on both sides of the Atlantic and throughout Europe. Collinson played a key role in providing British collectors with exotics from abroad, especially from America. It has been claimed that he was responsible for introducing nearly 200 new species of plant into Britain. 33 Although this trade proved lucrative, the shipment of plants and seeds was fraught with difficulties. The merchandise had to be carefully packed and not a few shipments were lost through organic decay or by the invasion of rodents during the long journey. Ships and their valuable cargoes were also sometimes lost at sea or seized by unfriendly nations; there was particular concern that as the Spanish displayed little interest in natural history, they were likely to jettison any specimens they captured. 34 Collinson's clients included many members of the nobility and gentry. The death of Lord Petre in 1742, who was only in his late twenties, robbed him of his most ardent client and prompted the remark, 'If he had Lived, all round Him would have been America in England'. 35 He also regularly supplied plants to botanical gardens including the Royal Gardens at Kew and the Apothecaries' Gardens at Chelsea. Widely recognized as both an expert botanist and a trustworthy man of business, he was highly regarded in the Royal Society and was elected to learned societies in Sweden and Berlin. He was the author of a number of scientific papers and was on close terms with many leading scientists including Sloane, Linnaeus and Benjamin Franklin. 36 The last Quaker to be elected before the mid-century was John Nicholls (ca. 1710-1745), a young London merchant who joined the Royal Society in March 1744, less than a year before his untimely death. Although only in his mid-thirties, Nicholls had gained a substantial reputation as an antiquary and had published in 1743 a cache of important letters collected by John Milton. 37 Three years earlier he had been elected to the Society of Antiquaries. This connection is highly relevant, as the six Fellows who supported Nicholls's candidature to the Royal Society were all leading lights among the Antiquaries. We have already encountered one of them, his fellow Quaker Collinson, and will shortly introduce another, Thomas Birch (1705-1766). 38 Three other Fellows require brief discussion. Like Fettiplace Bellers, they were exQuakers who appear to have shed their earlier religious commitments either before or around the time they were elected to the Royal Society. George Graham (1673-1751), a Cumberland Quaker, travelled to London in 1688 and became one of the foremost clock and astronomical instrument-makers of his generation. Elected to the Royal Society in 1721, he played a major role both as a member of Council and as a contributor to the Philosophical Transactions. It is not clear when he ceased being a Quaker, but as he took the oath at a meeting of the Royal Society's Council in November 1722, it is likely that he had been disowned before that date. 39 Another exQuaker Fellow was Benjamin Robins (1706-1751), the son of poor Quakers from Bath. During his teens he decided to seek his future in London. By the time of his election to the Royal Society in 1727 he had probably ceased being a Quaker. As Bevan was his proposer, it appears that Robins was at that time still in contact with London Quakers. A highly competent mathematician, he published on the unQuakerly subject of gunnery. 40 The final ex-Quaker played a particularly important role in the Society's history. Thomas Birch's career illustrates how a less affluent ex-Quaker could obtain respect, trust and social status through connection with the Royal Society. The son of a coffeemill maker from Clerkenwell, he was educated by Quakers and served as an usher at Quaker schools until 1726. His marriage to a curate's daughter in 1728 probably precipitated his disownment. Two years later he was baptized. Although he subsequently made his career in the Church of England, rising to the Presidency of Sion College, his reputation rested primarily on his various literary ventures. Elected to the Society in 1735 he served as one of its secretaries for 13 years (1752-65) and played a major role in founding the British Museum. Birch's most recent biographer has emphasized that he was a hard-working 'self-made man' who 'must have been very aware of the indolence of those of superior station. However, he had a genius for friendship'. 41 Five other known Quakers are recorded in the Society's Journal Books prior to 1750: James Logan (a leading Quaker politician and fur trader in Philadelphia), Joseph Breintnall (Quaker merchant in Philadelphia), Joseph Hobson (Quaker merchant in Macclesfield), John Bartram (who collected specimens for Collinson and was sometime disunited from the Quakers) and John Fothergill. With the exception of Fothergill, who was elected many years later, none became a Fellow. Yet they all submitted papers through Collinson that were read at meetings of the Royal Society and were subsequently published in the Philosophical Transactions. 42 
ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE ROYAL SOCIETY
Like Penn, the early Quaker F.R.S.s would have found the Royal Society congenial, as it officially espoused a non-denominational and non-political ideology. Also, as Matthew 5:34 was explicit in prohibiting the swearing of oaths, Quakers were formally prevented from accepting any position that required an oath. 43 No such bar existed to Fellowship of the Royal Society.
Although subscriptions were waived in a few instances, most Fellows were required to pay two guineas on admission and one shilling each week. However, faced with many instances of non-payment, Council often required newly elected Fellows to sign a bond guaranteeing payment of their subscriptions. As no oath was involved, signing did not raise any religious difficulties. According to the Society's Journal Books, Bevan, Nicholls and the ex-Quaker Graham signed bonds guaranteeing payment of their subscriptions. 44 In 1740 the Society took firm action to recoup arrears. Bevan, Collinson, Graham and Birch were all up to date with their payments. The mathematician Robins was, however, found to owe £34 2s. After enquiries had been made it was decided not to pursue him further, but to allow him to compound the monies owing 'in consideration of the bent of his Studies, which are more for the Promotion of Knowledge than Profit'. 45 The plight of this poor ex-Quaker provides a poignant contrast with Bevan and Collinson, the affluent Quaker merchants.
When new members of Council were elected they were required to take an oath at the first Council meeting attended, and such oaths were recorded in the Minutes of Council (and also sometimes in the Society's Journal Books). 46 Yet when Haistwell first served on Council in 1705 the following entry appeared: 'Mr Haistwell made the affirmation appointed for a Member of the Council as Customary'. 47 Despite the appeal to custom, Haistwell broke with convention by not swearing a solemn oath on the Bible; instead he was allowed to make a declaration stripped of religious connotations, thereby not infringing his religious principles. An entry for 7 December 1721 is rather more explicit about the content of the affirmation: 'Mr Bellers took his Affirmation for the faithful Execution of his Trust in Council'. 48 When Bevan and Collinson were newly elected to Council-as they were on a number of occasionseither an affirmation is recorded or there is no relevant record, possibly indicating that they were not requested to swear the oath and may even have been excused the 'affirmation'.
As 49 This is certainly an overstatement, but it is significant that the only mathematician among those discussed above was the exQuaker Robins. Although Graham constructed precision instruments he appears not to have been conversant with the higher branches of the mathematics; his 15 contributions to the Philosophical Transactions were very short papers containing observations of such phenomena as occulations, eclipses and variations of the magnet. The five Quakers and remaining ex-Quakers would have possessed little knowledge of Newton's mathematically based natural philosophy. Apart from Graham, Collinson was the only one who contributed several papers to the Philosophical Transactions, most of which were short essays on natural history. Following Newton's death in 1727, Hans Sloane was elected President. A doctor and botanist who had travelled widely, Sloane owned land in Chelsea, including the Society of Apothecaries' Gardens. In 1722 he had donated this site to the Apothecaries in return for a small annual payment. He also worked tirelessly in supporting the Royal Society, first as one of its secretaries (1693-1712) and later as its President, an office he laid down only in 1741. Although his reputation has suffered from comparison with his predecessor, he did enliven the Society, overhauling its statutes relating to membership and putting its library and collections in good order. But he was also effective in attracting new members; as we have seen he recruited the two Bellers and Collinson. But his connection with the Quakers and ex-Quakers previously discussed extended far beyond the Royal Society. Sloane was probably physician to John Bellers and Collinson; along with Collinson, Birch and Nicholls he was active in the Society of Antiquaries; he selected Collinson and Birch to serve among the Trustees for his collections, which, after his death, became the basis for the British Museum; Collinson supplied him with specimens and also contributed his own collection to Sloane's Museum. 50 Collinson's relationship with Sloane emerges further through their extant correspondence. Sloane often used Collinson as his shipping agent; he was also a source of useful information and the conveyor of unusual natural objects and curious antiquities. For example, after a hoard of ancient weapons had been discovered on the Isle of Wight, Collinson obtained several items from his cousin, Benjamin Cooke, 52 who lived on the island. The weapons, thought to have belonged to Roman auxiliaries from Gaul, were displayed at the Society of Antiquaries and shortly afterwards Cooke, through Collinson, donated duplicates to Sloane's collection. 53 Other letters show Collinson conveying books, animals (including a beaver and a goat with extraordinary genitals), shells and the hand and arm of a 'Maremaid', which Silvanus Bevan had obtained from Brazil. He communicated information from John Bartram and James Logan in America and also introduced Sloane to 'the Great Emperour of China and his Mandarines. I doubt not but they will meet with a Reception Becoming their Quallitye'. 54 Despite their friendship and mutual interest in science and antiquities, these letters indicate the social distance that divided the two men. Collinson referred to Sloane as 'my Dear Patron & Friend', and in a deferential tone thanked him for various favours, including the gift of duplicate East Indian shells from Sloane's impressive collection. Particularly revealing is the following passage: 'I am heartily Sorry I happnd to be so Engaged w n you was so kind to Call on Mee but I hope you'l please to Consider Mee a Trades Man in Hurry of Buisness w ch prevented Mee paying the Respect I woud a done'. He then requested Sloane to visit him again soon, tempting him with '50 Bottles of Curious Creatures in Spirits & severall other Curiosities'. 55 Collinson's letters indicate not only a lack of formal education, but also his position as 'a Trades Man in Hurry of Buisness' who, through a mutual interest in science, could rub shoulders with the titled President of the Royal Society. E.G. Swem was correct when he insisted that Collinson should be viewed first and foremost as a merchant involved in his day-to-day business. While his commitment to science is not in doubt, many of his letters were written during odd minutes snatched during business hours and subject to frequent interruptions. 56 
FROM COUNTING HOUSE TO ROYAL SOCIETY
The five Quakers who were elected to the Royal Society between 1698 and 1728 display many features in common. Most importantly, they were all wealthy Londonbased merchants. They were engaged in the unpredictable but lucrative international trade, particularly with America. Haistwell appears to have been nouveau riche, while Bevan's family had already achieved some affluence. Bellers, Collinson and Nicholls took over their fathers' thriving businesses. Through membership of the Royal Society Collinson and Bevan found customers for their respective business ventures, selling plants and medicines. Collinson and Bevan expanded their business and personal connections well beyond the Quaker community through their contacts at the Royal Society. Two of the four ex-Quakers-Birch and Graham-likewise expanded their business endeavours through their Royal Society connections, being involved respectively in publishing and the construction of scientific instruments. But the social advantages gained through this connection were even more important. Birch in particular aligned his career with the Royal Society, becoming not only one of its two secretaries, but also the author of its four-volume History and Robert Boyle's biographer and editor. 57 Bevan and particularly Collinson appear to have established strong bonds of friendship with non-Quakers and to have participated in the culture of science. Both science and participation in the Royal Society were nondenominational activities that enabled these Quakers to engage non-Quakers as equals. While obviously enjoying friendship with many landed families, Collinson could insist to one nobleman that he 'expect[ed] no popularity. Let them that love Ribbons and Garters take 'em, as for Mee I woul'd willingly slide through Life and be known but too a few and the next Wish I have is to be able to do Some little Services for those few'. 58 Moreover, like many other Quakers, Bevan and Collinson possessed the ability to pursue friendships with people from across various social, political and religious divisions.
Contemporary accounts emphasize that both Collinson and Bevan were not only economically secure but they were also respected gentlemen. Their business successes and financially advantageous marriages enabled them both to live well and to use their wealth judiciously to earn the respect of others. One visitor was greatly impressed by Bevan's 'beautiful garden' in Hackney, which contained 'every kind of flowers, plants, and vegetables, also fruit trees and flowering shrubs, etc., the noble statue of the Gladiator, mentioned by Pliny to have been found in Britain and other curious figures … In the house [were] a variety of curious paintings and rich old china, and a large library … He is visited by most great men of taste'. Bevan also gained a reputation as a bon viveur with a well-stocked cellar. 59 Likewise Collinson cultivated his own attractive gardens at Peckham and later at Mill Hill, which were admired by many visitors. As he wrote to Linnaeus in 1747, 'My Garden is a great Beauty … The Vine yards turn to good profit'. 60 The substantial houses owned by Collinson and Bevan and their ornamental gardens well-stocked with unusual imported plants are indications not only of their wealth but also of their cultivated and respectable lifestyle. Bellers, who was likewise wealthy and owned land, probably enjoyed a similar lifestyle. As we have seen, Haistwell acquired paintings, while Nicholls built up renowned collections of manuscripts and prints.
Yet these wealthy, respectable merchants were atypical among the Royal Society's membership. Analyses of the late 17th-century Fellows indicate that they were mainly aristocrats, gentlemen, doctors and scholars, with a fair sprinkling of clerics. By contrast, few merchants or tradesmen were elected; Haistwell was one of only six merchants, accounting for 8 per cent of new members, elected during the 1690s. 61 It is also significant that Penn's proposer was a merchant who traded internationally in medicines and luxury foods. Thus international commerce provides a linking theme for the main figures discussed above, but one that applied to only a small minority of Fellows. Moreover, although many Quakers were subsequently elected to the Royal Society they included few merchants. 62 Thus the Fellows discussed above represent a very specific cohort in the history of Quakerism.
There are a number of themes that help link the religious, scientific and business activities of these Friends and Fellows. One concerns the careers available to Quakers. With a number of career paths closed to them, such as the clergy and the armed forces, upwardly mobile Quakers clustered in a limited range of occupations. Many early Quakers were producers, wholesalers or retailers who, in the wake of diminishing persecution in the late 17th century, sought new markets. They, or their sons, perceived the increased opportunities offered by international trade. Penn's purchase of land particularly encouraged trade with America, often involving fellow Quakers who were known and trusted. Moreover, as economic historians have argued, men already endowed with traditional forms of wealth, especially land, tended to be suspicious of such risky ventures, especially after the South Sea Bubble burst. By contrast, Quakers were willing to invest in these risky ventures with potentially high returns. 63 Science was also particularly attractive because it suited Quaker mores, while many other activities were proscribed. A letter of Collinson' 64 Business and botany filled his days profitably, the two activities merging to become a substantial part of his business. As a wealthy merchant, Collinson, like most of the other Quaker F.R.S.s, attained a privileged position from which to view not only the works of nature but also the rare productions of human ingenuity. These Quakers became collectors of books, manuscripts, archaeological finds and even-more contentiously-paintings. They shared this passion for collecting with many of the other gentlemen who joined the Royal Society and the Society of Antiquaries.
Yet, for Collinson, botany was considerably more than a business and a point of contact with non-Quakers. He delighted in the natural world and found it a relaxation from the stress of business. He also frequently expressed his attraction to botany in terms of its relevance to the design argument. Although the structure of his argument was far from original, Collinson found its conclusion all the more persuasive when applied to plants from America, which were more ornate, luxurious and often considerably larger than their European counterparts. Writing to Thomas Story, who after many years travelling in the service of the Quaker cause had retired to tend his garden in Carlisle, Collinson admitted that when he surveyed plants from America 65 But there is another respect in which this was more than a restatement of the conventional design argument. In writing about his soul being filled with adoration for the Creator, Collinson was expressing the immediacy of religious experience as exemplified in the Quaker doctrine of the 'inner light'. Moreover, this passage accords with the Quaker emphasis on the simplicity of language and the avoidance of rhetoric and rationalization.
While Collinson could take pride in his business ventures and view them as the outward manifestations of a full and useful life, contemplation of God's works brought him in tune with the divine providence. Although he was clearly ambivalent about theoretically based schemes, such as that of his friend Linnaeus, he was much more attracted to the direct observation of natural phenomena that 'cannot fail to give Sensible pleasure by Instilling some knowledge into the Mind & Inlargeing my Ideas of the Inconceivable power & Wisdom of the Great Creator'. 66 But his notion of God's providence went deeper than mere sensual pleasure. When confronted by the theory that when swallows disappear in the winter they hide under water, Collinson condemned the theory as contrary to both nature and reason. Among his several arguments against this thesis was that 'the great wisdom of the Almighty Creator would, undoubtedly, be seen in some particular contrivance' in the swallow's physical structure that would enable it to live under water. Yet no such contrivance was visible. This deployment of the design argument appeared in one of his papers published in the Philosophical Transactions and illustrates his extension of natural theology into a more rationalistic mode for public consumption. 67 Yet he could also envisage the hand of providence operating in history and in contemporary society. Reflecting on the Lisbon earthquake in one of his letters, he conceived that God had shaken 'the Strong hold of Satan' and buried 'those Workers of Iniquity in its Ruins'. 68 This appeal to special providence is highly reminiscent of the explanations offered by early Quakers, Fox included, of the Plague and Fire of London. It should remind us that although apparently socialized into the outwardly more secular mores of the Royal Society, Quakers like Collinson conceived the hand of God operating in nature and in human affairs.
EPILOGUE
With the exception of apothecaries, very few Quaker merchants were elected to the Royal Society after the middle of the 18th century. We also have to wait until 1763 for the election of another practising Quaker, the rich and famous physician Dr John Fothergill (1712-1780). As the first of a large number of Quaker medical Fellows, Fothergill represents a very different career pattern from those discussed above. However, Fothergill was closely connected with the earlier generation of Quaker merchant Fellows, especially Collinson. Not only did he write a biography of Collinson, but Fothergill shared his interest in botany and obtained from Collinson many specimens for his impressive gardens at Upton. 69 Moreover, the first signature to appear on Fothergill's membership certificate was that of the ageing Collinson. 70 
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